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DevOps Secrets Management
Balance speed, agility and security.

Rapid, iterative DevOps workflows often expose many security vulnerabilities directly tied 
to privilege management. Every container, server, and application can have privileged access, 
dramatically expanding the attack surface for intruders looking for an entry point, and the growth of 
robotic process automation (RPA) further expands those entry points. It’s difficult to balance high-
speed, dynamic DevOps practices and RPA deployments with necessary security policies. Thycotic’s 
DevOps Secrets Vault automates secrets management to provide DevOps teams the speed and agility 
needed to stay productive without sacrificing security.
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Minimize Risk 
Automate secrets management  
with consistent and predictable 

processes

Improve Security 
Protect secrets to harden your attack 

surface and build resilience 

Meet Compliance Mandates 
Pass audits and avoid significant 

financial penalties
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Enable greater agility, 
ease of use, and reduced 
overhead
Manage secrets at the speed and 
scale of DevOps pipelines and RPA 
deployments 

Adopt DevOps and RPA principles 
securely without the infrastructure 
burden of provisioning on-premises 
or cloud vault instances

Eliminate the risk of disparate 
vault instances and lower cost of 
ownership with a SaaS solution

Get started rapidly
Cloud-based solution with REST 
API and command-line interface 
help you get started fast

Connect to any platform in 
your DevOps pipeline or RPA 
deployment

Take advantage of infinite 
scalability
 

Maximize productivity of 
development, security, and 
operations teams 
Automate the deprovisioning of 
secrets when they are no longer 
needed 

Minimize privilege account sprawl

Allow flexibility with a  
platform-agnostic solution

Eliminate the need to build and 
maintain your own infrastructure

De-risk operations 
within dynamic, elastic 
environments  
Harden attack surface by 
controlling privileged access

Eliminate the need to hard-code 
secrets within code and scripts

Provide centralized, unified, 
auditable management and 
enforcement of secrets access 

Remove standing access to critical 
infrastructure with dynamic secrets.



DevOps Secrets Vault empowers organizations 
to embrace modern DevOps and RPA principles 
easily and securely.  
DevOps Secrets Vault is a high-velocity vault capable of high-speed secrets creation, archiving, and 
retrieval. It centralizes management, enforces access controls, and provides automated logging trails. 
You can minimize privilege account sprawl and harden your attack surface to lower risk without 
sacrificing productivity.
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Key Features 
Protect the secrets that the DevOps 
teams and RPA tools need to 
access applications, services, and IT 
resources with:

• Advanced automation
• Infinite scalability
• High availability and disaster 

recovery
• Local caching
• Cloud authentication
• Dynamic secrets for IaaS
• Certificate issuance
• Languages/tool support
• Sandbox tenant available

Thycotic is focused on the most vulnerable attack vector – privilege. With Thycotic you can adopt a multi-layered approach that 
covers your privilege security needs from endpoints to credentials, ensuring protection at every step of an attacker’s chain.

Free version available at thycotic.com

Privileged Account Discovery, 
Protection, & Monitoring 

Identify service, application, 
admin, and root accounts. Vault 

credentials, enforce policies, 
rotate secrets, delegate access, 
monitor and record sessions.

High-Velocity Secrets  
Management for  

Applications, DevOps & RPA

High-velocity vault for  
automated secrets creation, 

archiving, and retrieval.

Endpoint Privilege Elevation  
& Application Control 

All-in-one solution for least 
privilege management, threat 
intelligence, and application 
whitelisting, greylisting, and 

blacklisting.  
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